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1. Say It’s Just Us 
2. Notice You 
3. Heartbeat Is Missing 
4. I Wanna Be Yours 
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"...a raw, spirited eruption of piping hot indie pop passion…" 
- Atwood Magazine 

Alt-indie duo EEVAH prepare to release their highly anticipated EP Simplify Life on 2nd May 2024. 

The EP showcases a rarely revealed side of EEVAH, characterised by raw ferocity, angst and frustration. Breaking 
free from the inclination to please others, the band embrace their true authentic selves. Simplify Life is bursting with 
catchy hooks, captivating melodies and electrifying guitar riffs, alongside personal and relatable lyrics that delve 
into profound themes. 

Previously released singles from the EP have already seen support from BBC Radio 1, BBC 6Music, BBC 
Introducing and Radio X, as well as Atwood Magazine to name a few. They were also featured as the cover artist 
for Spotify’s shockwave editorial playlist after the release of their latest single Heartbeat Is Missing. They also 
recently supported Everything Everything at their album launch show at The Marble Factory, Bristol. You can 
catch them live on their current debut headline UK tour at the following dates. 

Of the EP, the band say “we’ve always been a singles band because in some ways I think we were exploring what 
we were about and what we wanted to sound like. That’s probably the reason behind our ever eclectic back 
catalogue. But with this EP we wanted to nail down the EEVAH sound once and for all. It’s called 'Simplify Life’ but 
the journey to the finish line has been anything but. It’s taken the addition of live drums for us to realise what’s 
important. Dynamics, storytelling, truth, soul, everything that we love about music thrown into the melting pot and 
served up in sonic slices under three minutes long”. 

Based in Halifax, EEVAH are Nicole Smith and multi-instrumentalist / producer Rick McNamara (Embrace). Their 
lyrics speak to the insecurities that exist within us all. They have been featured on numerous Spotify editorial 
playlists such as New Music Friday UK, Proper Belters, Soda and Fresh Finds UK. The duo have built up a cult 
following performing hundreds of online shows to an ever growing community. 

EEVAH’s EP Simplify Life is out on 2nd May 2024. 
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